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ENTRANCE EXAMINATION IN ENGLISH

Kod ucznia:__________

Total: ____/ 60 : 3 = ____/20

Read the instructions carefully and make sure you understand them.
Exercise 1. (15 points)
Complete each sentence with the correct word created from the one in bold.
An example:
It is very pleasant PLEASURE to give and receive presents.
1 Young people spend a lot of money on ______________ ENTERNAIN.
2 They hope to study international ______________ MANAGE and in the future start their
own business.
3 The ______________ ARRIVE of flight 231 to New York has been delayed due to
technical problems.
4 Tennis is a highly ______________ COMPETITION sport.
5 He is so ______________ HONESTY – he never tells lies.
6 Samsung have just presented their new ______________ REVOLUTION smart phone.
7 The ______________ HUNGARY culture has been admired for ages.
8 I don’t understand why Tom quitted his job, now he has no money to live on – he is so
______________ RESPONSIBILITY.
9 The Ministry of Education is planning to ______________ SHORT summer holidays by
two weeks.
10. It is ______________ HEALTH to wear high-heeled shoes to work every day.
11 Oscars are the most ______________ PRESTIGE awards anyone in the film business can
win.
12 When he entered the room all children stood up ______________ QUICK.
13 After finishing the studies she hopes to became a famous ______________ ACT.
14 Before he started his career as a teacher in a local school he took a seasonal job as a
______________ WAIT in England.
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15 Heavy fines will probably ______________ COURAGE many young people from
speeding.
Exercise 2
Read the text below and think of the word which best fits each space. Use only one word
in each space. There is an example at the beginning.
How to wash fruit and vegetables
Advice on storing, washing (0) ____and __ preparing fruit and vegetables to prevent food
poisoning, including E. coli.
It is important to wash all fruit and vegetables (1)_____________ you eat them to ensure
they are clean and safe (2) _____________ eat.
Most people are aware (3)_____________ the importance of handling meat safely, but many
consider the risk of food poisoning from vegetables to be low.
“It’s a myth that a little bit of dirt doesn’t do you (4)_____________ harm,” says Dr Andrew
Wadge, chief scientist of the Food Standards Agency (FSA).
“Soil (5)_____________

sometimes carry harmful bacteria and, although food producers

have good systems in place to clean vegetables, (6)_____________

risk can never be

entirely eliminated.”
When you wash vegetables, don't just hold (7)_____________

under the running tap. Rub

them under water, (8)_____________ example in a bowl of fresh water. Start with the least
soiled items first and give each (9)_____________ them a final rinse.
Washing loose produce is (10)_____________

important as it tends to have more soil

attached to it than pre-packaged fruit and vegetables.
Peeling or cooking fruit and vegetables can (11)_____________ remove bacteria.
Always wash hands thoroughly before and (12)_____________

handling raw food,

including vegetables.
Bacteria can get onto fruit and vegetables in (13)_____________ ways. They may be present
in water used for irrigation, organic fertilisers and droppings from birds and other animals that
go into fields.
People who are vulnerable to infection, (14)_____________ as pregnant women, the elderly
or anyone with a weakened immune system, should follow the guidelines on preparation and
good hygiene carefully. There (15)_____________ no need for them to avoid preparing such
foods.
If children handle loose vegetables as part of food preparation, shopping or in craft activities
they should be encouraged to wash their hands afterwards.
Source: http://www.nhs.uk
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Exercise 3 ( 30 points)
Choose the most suitable word or phrase to complete each sentence. Write A, B, C or D.
An example:
Just a minute! You have forgotten to __A_ your test.
A sign

B signature

C signing

D note

1. Mike _______ at the moment, so could you call back in about an hour?
A sleeps

B

is sleeping

C has been sleeping

D has slept

2. We _______ our homework when there was a power cut.
A

were doing

B did

C

have done

D had been doing

have met

D meeting

3. The last time I _______ you was three years ago.
A

met

B was meeting

C

4. When the house went on fire, the tenant _______ dinner.
A was cooking

B

cooked

C

had cooked

D has cooked

5. By the end of this month I will _______ the final project.
A complete

B be completing

C have been completing

D

have completed

6. The music video of "Baby" has been ranked as _______ most viewed and most discussed
YouTube video.
A

the

B

a

C

an

D

-

7. Facebook allows users _______ their own privacy settings and decide who can see
specific parts of their profile.
A

to choose

B

choose

C

chose

D choosing

8. They were disappointed that so _______ tourists were interested in their offer.
A

few

B

a few

C

little

D a little

9. If you _______ Ann on Monday, tell her I will drop in next week.
A

would see

B

will see

C

see

D might see

10. Remind me about the meeting _______ I’ve forgotten.
A

provided that

B

so that

C

in case

D unless
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11. I’m sorry but we are _______ busy to go to the theatre tonight.
A

too

B

so

C

such

D so much

12. You should _______ every year.
A test your blood

B be testing blood

C have your blood tested D have tested blood

13. George wishes his sister _______ her dirty clothes all around the house. He is so angry at
her misbehavior.
A wouldn’t leave

B

left

C

would leave

D didn’t leave

C

they do

D does he or she

C to be cheating

D having cheated

14. No one wants to hurt Tony, _______?
A don’t they

B

do they

15. Marry denied _______ on the test.
A to cheat

B to have cheated

16. How are you going to _______ to Rome? Last year we went there by car.
A journey

B excursion

C travel

D trip

17. Could you give me a _______ for this delicious fruitcake?
A

recipe

B

receipt

C

prescription

D leaflet

18. To get a refund for a faulty equipment you need to show us a _______ .
A

prescription

B receipt

C

recipe

D brochure

19. He has been putting his money aside to buy a new hockey _______ .
A bat

B

stick

C

rod

D rocket

20. NASA's Kepler mission has _______ 11 new planetary systems hosting 26
confirmed planets.
A created

B constructed

C invented

D discovered

21. The Nobel Peace _______ Forum is an annual event that inspires students
to become active participants in peacemaking efforts around the world.
A

Award

B

Gift

C

Prize

D Reward

22. They _______ our conversation the other day and appreciate the time they took to talk to
us.
A excited

B enjoyed

C impressed

D pleased
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23. He was _______ prior to his daughter birth.
A nervous

B

stressful

C

pressing

D enjoyed

24. He _______ a serious crime and was imprisoned.
A did

B broke

C judged

D committed

25. The police started to _______ the break in at the bank.
A

measure

B

investigate

C calculate

D check

26. I had a really bad ______ in my knee so I decided to go to a doctor.
A hurt

B sore

C pain

D ache

27. Lasagna and pizza are typical dishes of Italian ______ .
A

cook

B meal

C

kitchen

D cuisine

28. To prepare that dish you need to pre-heat the ______ to 180 degrees.
A meal

B

cuisine

C

cook

D oven

29. Most countries around the world award high school ______on the basis of completing
appropriate coursework and passing several standardized tests.
A

degrees

B

diplomas

C documents

D graduation

30. I would like to apply to SGH and do a ______ in Macroeconomics.
A diploma

B degree

C certificate

D graduation
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